Labeled Anatomy Models

Torso 1    Torso 2    Torso 3    Torso 4

Cell    Mitosis

Microscope Parts

Tissue Slides

Tissue Models    Muscle Tissue Models New

Skin

Compact Bone Model    Lab Handout 3    Lab Handout 4

Knee Joint Gray    Knee Model 1    Knee Model 2

List of Muscles Mod    Neuromuscular Junction Model

Muscles Dark Torso Head 1    Muscles Dark Torso Ant

Key to Muscle Models of Dark Torso and Sagittal Head

Muscles Light Torso Head 1    Muscles Light Sagittal Head 2

Tiny-Tim Muscle Torso

Muscles of head 1    Muscles of head 2    Muscles of head 3

Muscles Torso Ant    Muscles Torso Post

Key to Muscle Models of Upper and Lower Limb

Muscles Upper Extremity Ant    Muscles Upper Extremity Post

Muscles Lower Extremity Ant-Post    Lower Extremity Lateral    Lower Extremity Medial

Deep Muscles of Leg    Deep Muscles of Arm

Model of Neuron    Model of Nerve Plexi    Model of Brain

Brain Model Sagittal    Ventricles of Brain    Spinal Cord in Vertebra

Ear Model 1    Ear Model 2    Ear Model 3    Middle-Inner Ear Model